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IMAGING 

Super-Resolution Photoacoustics 

Optical microscopy, perhaps the 
most important tool in biomedi-

cal investigation, is currently limited 
to imaging depths of a few hundred 
microns inside tissue due to light 
scattering. All techniques that can 
go beyond these depths suffer from 
inferior resolution. Of these, a lead-
ing approach for deep-tissue optical 
imaging is photoacoustic imaging, in 
which ultrasonic waves that are pro-
duced as a result of light absorption 
are used to form images of deep-
lying structures. At depths beyond 
one millimeter, however, acoustic 
diffraction limits the resolution of 
photoacoustic imaging to, at best, an 
order of magnitude poorer than the 
optical diffraction resolution limit.

In a recent work, we have shown 
that the conventional acoustic dif-
fraction limit can be surpassed by 
combining dynamic optical speckle 
illumination with advanced compu-
tational reconstruction algorithms 
based on compressed sensing.1 Our 
approach’s improved resolution orig-
inates from two sources. The first 
is the uncorrelated photoacoustic 
signal fluctuations induced by the 
dynamic speckle illumination.2 These are analogous to the 
fluorescence fluctuations used for super-resolution optical 
fluctuation imaging (SOFI) in fluorescence microscopy.3

The second source for super-resolution arises from a 
compressed-sensing reconstruction framework. We have 
shown that exploiting inherent priors on the (unknown) 
speckle illumination patterns and the imaged object—such 
as their non-negativity and structural sparsity—makes it pos-
sible to obtain a substantial increase in imaging fidelity and 
a considerable reduction in acquisition time, beyond what is 
possible with speckle fluctuations alone.1 Our results may 
open the path to previously impossible optical investigations 
of deep-lying structures. OPN
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Top: Experimental setup. A pulsed laser beam produces temporally varying, 
unknown random speckle patterns that illuminate the target; for each speckle 
pattern, photoacoustically generated ultrasound waves from the sample’s absorbing 
portions are recorded by a linear transducer array. Bottom: Results comparing the 
target objects (left), the images obtained with conventional photoacoustics (center), 
and the images obtained using our super-resolution approach (right). Background, 
numerical results; foreground, experimental results. 
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